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CYCLING ZONE ADSORPTION" A NEVI SEPARATIOn PHOCESS 

~ , 

Robert L. Pigford, Burke Baker III, and Dwain E. Blum· 

Department of Chemical Engineering and 
LaHrence Radiation Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, CaJ,ifornia 94720 

Cyclic changes in concentration are produced in a fluid ,vhich, f10HS 

through a fixed bed of solid adsorbent oHing to temperature cycling of the 

bed. The product stre&"!l is' collected separately during the perio'd,; of posi--

tive and negative deviati.ons from the feed composition. The separation is 

,increased by using separate zones in series, the temperature changes in 

adjacent zones being out of phase. The separation is governed by the ¥rave 

propagation properties of the beds. 
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IN'rHODUCTION 

Development of continuous countercurrent processes for the separation 

of gases or liquids by adsorption or chromatography has had only partial suc

cess owing to the mechanical problems involved in the movement of settled beds 

of solid patticles. Fixed-bed operation has had to be intermittent owing to 

the required regeneration of the solid after it becomes saturated ,,[i th the 

feed'mixture. 

Recently, attention has turned to cycling operation of fixed beds, 

especially in the papers by Wilhelm and his co..,."rorkers (1966, 1968) w.here 

"parametric pumping" has been described and shown to lead to large separation 

factors. Similar results were described earlier by Bohrer (1965) and 

Skarsttom (1959) and more recently':by Jenczewski and Myers (1968). In all of 

these processes there is a periodic reversal of the fluid velocity in phase 

with imposed changes in a thermodynamic potential, usually oiving to 'pressure 

br temperature. It has been suggested (Wilhelm, Rice, Rolke, and Sweed, 1968) 

that the separation results from a coupling in the equations of transport 

between the cycles of flow and temperature or pressure to produce large charig<2s 

in ,fluid composition. 

On the other hand, it appears likely that flow reversal is not neces

sary to produce a separation. Indeed, it may be a disadvantage because of the 

limitations on production rates which it imposes. Introduction of pressure or 

temperature cycles into a fixed bed without simultaneous flow reversals may 

not produce the same steady state gradients of composition along a column as 

in pqrametric pumping but will lead to cycling changes in the composition of 

fluid inside and leaving the bed which can be used to advantage. The cycling 
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changes are propagated through the adsorbent bed as .raves a~d, by setting cycle 

times and times of passage of fluid through the bed at optimum values the 

81Tlpli tude of the concentration waves can be made large. Because of the ability 

of ~ifferent solid materials, such as physical adsorbents, ion exchange resins, 

or special chromatographic materials, to diffe.rentiate betvE-en vide ranges of 

components ir- gases or liquids, many applications of such processing methods 

suggest themselves. No batch-type regeneration of solid is needed and the 

heat requirements may not be excessive. 

PROCESS DESCRIP'l'ION 

Consider the fixed-bed process illustrated in Fig. 1, in which a fluid 

having a constant solute concentration, Yf' is passed into a bed of solid 

particles. The system ts held at a constant Im-1 temperature, TC' After a 

long time, the effluent solute concentration must eventually become Y
f

. If 

at .this time, the temperature is raised to T
H

, solute .rhich vas previously 

stored on the solid is nmr expelled into the fluid; the effluer-t has a solute 

concentration for some tinle, .depending on the relative volumetric ratios 

of fluid and solid and on the equilibrium distribution coefficient. Finally, 

the concentration returns to How if the temperature is decreased to 

the solid takes up solute from the fluid, and the depleted effluent solute 

concentration becomes After a certain period, the concentration again 

returns to and the cycle must repeated. If para.llel tvin columns are 

used, as in Fig. 2, one exactly one-half cycle out of phasevith the'other, a 

separation can be achieved by periodically s.ritching the output of each coluc-m 

as shclIm in the figure. 1'heresult is continuous productio!1 of t"o streC'.1:ls 
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It can be shmm that the process has an optimum cycle time which 

depends on the time of passage of a wave of fluid concentration through the 

bed; this is analogous to the optimum flow-temperature phase relationship of 

parametric pumping. 

The type of operation illustrated in Fig. 1 "Till be referred to as a 

single":stage or singl~-zone process. The separation factors which can be 

achieved may be interesting if the phange in the adsorption equilibrium di 9-

tribution coefficient is great enough between the low and the high temperatures, 

but the separations are not as gre'at as can be obtained after several repeated 

cycle's with a parametri c pump. 

The separation can be improved considerably,' how,ever, by operating 

two or more single zones in series, the temperature changes in each zone being 

a half cycle out of phase with those in the adjacent zones, as illustrated in 

Fig. 3. The increase in the separation :factor 'obtained in this way can be 

calculated by methods analogous to those us ed by Pigford, Baker, and inum (1969). 

'l'he result shows that the separation factor for n zones should be the same 

as that obtained after n batch cycles in the direct mode of parametric 

pumping. The advantage of the cycling zone adsorber is, however, that it 

operates without flow reversal and ,therefore produces enriched and depleted 

products continuously. The theory shows that operation of a parametric pump 

with positive feed and continuous withdrawal will severely impair the separa

tionfactors. 

'l'he question of heating and cooling these adsorbent beds is an important 

one. 'l'he direct mode of operation illustrated in Fig. 1 is one in which there 

is a. ::;tandi ng temperature wave within the bed. Such operation may not be 
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practical .on a commercial scale, hmvever, owing to the'thermal resistance of 

the packed bed itself. There is another method of heating and cooling the 

solid in which there occurs a travelling wave of temperature changes that 

moves through the bed owing to the fluid velocity. This occurs when the 

column is insulated and the input fluid stream is alternately heated and 

cooled in ordinary heat exchangers located outside' the packed bed, as in 

Fig. 4. \{ave fronts separating hot and cold fluid travel through the bed at 

a speed determined by the ratio of the volumetric heat capacities of the flowing 

and stationary phases. For a liquid-solid system this speed is about one half 

the fluid velocity; for a gas-solid system the thermal velocity may be three 

orders of magnitude smaller. If the time of passage of the thermal wave 

through the bed is less than one half the cycle time, as is easy to achieve 

with liquid-solid systems, the separation will be as good as if the heat trans

fer had occurred through the walls. In fact, a slight improvement occurs. 

Furthermore, the excellent heat transfer into and out of the solid particles 

themselves provides an efficient energy transport mechanism. This, then, is 

travelling-,vave heating and cooling and is a second mode of operation of the 

cycling zone adsorber. 

There is a complication in the use of multiple zones with the travelling 

wave mode because of the requirement that adjacent zones be out of phase in 

their temperature cycles. If the thermal wave velocity is greater than the 

wave velocity of fluid concentration changes, as with liquid-solid systems, 

the thermal wave ~ill emerge ,from one zone before it can properly be put int~ 

the next zone dO\VJ1stream. The condition can be corrected by using interstage 

heat.ers or coolers 01' by usinf, insulated heat regenerators to d~lay the thernal 
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waves until they are needed for proper temperature-concentration phasing . 

Such regenerators '<lould be filled with solid particles having heat capacity 

but no mass absorption capacity. In this way the, process .. Tould provide for 

efficient reuse of the heat supplied to the feed streelJ1.. Alternatively, inert 

particles having thermal capacity but no absorptive ability can be mixed with 

adsorbent particles in the bed itself to retard the progress of th~ changes 

in'solid t~mperature. 

EXPERIMENTAL . 

Gas-S61id System 

Single Zone ~- Standing-Have Forcing,. A 3 mole percent methane in 

helium stream (160 cc/min) was fed to a 20-cm by 1. 3-cm ID bed of 12 to 30' . . 
mesh, Pittsburgh BPL activated carbon which was heat!;Od ext~rnally'by an. elec-

trical resistance heater and cooled by .. Tater in a jacketed column. The 

temperature changes in the bed were represented by a sine wave. 'of 12°C ampli

tU:de and 0.311 cycles/min at a mean temperature of 51°C. The maximun separation 

factqr(maximum effluent concentration/minimu.m effluent concentration) = 2.8. 

The maximum. methane effluent concentration = 5.3 mole percent; the ml'nimum 

was 1.9 mole p~rcent. 

Liqu,id"':'Solid System 

Single Zone -Standing-vlave :5'orcing (Fig. 5). A 0.0647-n aqueous 

'acetic acid stream (7.0 cc/mi~) was fed to a 26-cm.by l~cm ID bed of 50 to 

140 meshPittsbul';h CAL activated carbon which was heated and cooled by a 

water; jacket. The temperature changes· in the bed were tepresented by a squa~e 
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wave of 28°c amplitude and 0.03 cycles/min at a mean temperature of '32°C. The 

maximum separation factor was 8.9. The maximum acetic acid effluent concen--

tration was 0.1599-N; the minimum was 0.0179-N. 

Single Zone - Travelling Have Forcing. The above column vras insulated 
, 

and the water jacket was removed. The feed stream was heated arid cooled at 

the same conditions before being fed to the column. The maximum separation 

factor was 10.5. The maximum concentration was 0.l680-N; the minimum was 

o.o160-N. 

Double Zone - Standing Have Forcing (Fig. 5). The jacketed system 

above ,vas used except that a duplicate column was added in series which was 

heated and cooled through the walls one half cycle out of phase with the 

first. The maximum separation factor = 33.0. The maximum concentration was 

o.1850-N; the minimum was 0.0056-N. 

DISCUSSION 

Because of the wave-like properties of the equations of transport 

appli~able to the cyc~ing zone adsorber (Pigford, Baker, and Blum, 1969) 

the most attractive interpretation of the data is in terms of the behavior 

of concentration waves in the fluid as it passes through the adsorbent bed. 

Consider the direct mode of operation in which a zone's temperature is chamged 

instantaneously throughout its length and sinusoidally in time. There will 
, 

be a standing wave of fluid concentration which is present throughout the bed. 

In addition, because the fluid is moving, concentration waves travelling in 

the fluid fJow direction will also occur. If the entering fluid has a fixed· 

composi tion the hTO ,vaves must just cancel at the entrance. Whether they 
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reinforce 6r cancel at the exit will depend on the ratio of the concentration 

wave velocity, u, to the product of impressed freQ.uency and length, wZ. 

The fluid concentration leaving the first zone of length Z is given 

by the equation 

Yl(Z,t) - Yf a 
= ------ [sin wt - sin(wt-wZ/u)] v 1 + m 

~f 0 

(1 ) 

where ,. as in our previous publication (1969 ) , m 
o 

is a solid-to-fluid dis-

tribution coefficient on a phase'volume basis and a is the change in the dis-. 

, 
tribution coefficient caused by the tenperature sine ,·rave. Reinforceinent of the 

standing and travelling waves occurs ·when length or frequency are chosen SUC!l 

that, wZ/u is an odd-integer multiple of 11. Then the right side of the 

equation becomes simply 2[a/(1 tIll)] sin LI)t. 
o 

The assumption is impJied in 

the eQuation that the deviations in composition and tenperature are small. 

If the fluid having composition changes according to EQ. (1) is sent. 

to a second adsorption zone in vrhich the temperature changes are opposite to 

those in the first, the fluid leaving this ~one will follow the eQuation 

Y 2 (Z ,t) - Y f 

Yf 
= a 

1 + m o 
[-sin wt + 3 sin(wt-wZ/u)] 

and Lf the same choice is made of wZ/u, the right side of the eQuation 

becomes -4[a/(1 + mo)'] sin wt or t\.,ice the amplitude obtained in the first 

zone. For n zones the right side is (_l)n 2n[a/(1 + m )]. The amplification 
. . 0 

can be continued by the addition of more zones, but the linear theory is 

obviOlls1y defective when the concentrations becone large. The highest cycle-

averaged separation that can be accomplished is to redu.ce y to zero in 

(. 
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half the volume of fluid and to increase it to 2 Yf in the remaining half, 

just as in the batch operation of the parametric pump at the same fre'luency. , 

However, the cycling zone adsorber accomplishes 'this separation, while main-

tairiing a positive feed of fluid; it therefore produces a product. 

The reason for the enhancement of the separation in the second and 

succeeding zones is that it is always possibJ,e to put a fluid through a bed 

of adsorbent without a change in the concentratio~ profile which the fluid 

has upon entering, provided the solid temperature is not changed. The arrival 

of the concentration profile at the exit may be delayed because of the slmmess 

of concentration waves passing through, but under the assumptions of the linear 

equilibrium theory which .re are using, the waves are not distorted. However, 

if the temperature of the soHd lS increased suddenly whjle a wave is in . 

transi t solute which .las in storage on the adsorbent .rill be added to the 

fluid, regardless of the concentration it may have had alr,eady. The converse 

is true for a sudden reduction in temperature. Obviously the temperature 

changes have to be t'imed and phased correctly so that composition changes 

VI,ill be in the right direction. The changes, have to occur when the proper 

concentration waves have arrived in the particular zone. 

A quantitative discussion of cycling zone adsorption, including a 

discussion of the effects of concentration-dependent equilibrium distribution 

coefficients, .rhich cause wave distrotion, and of finite mass transfer rates, 

is planned for a later paper. 
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NOf.iEnCLATURE 

a = equilibriwn distribution coefficient change, dimensionless 

: m = equilibrimn distribution coefficient, dimensionless 

n = nwnber of cycles 

t = time, sec 

T = temperature, °c 

u veloc.i ty of propagation of concentration wave, c!:l/sec 

y = fluid concentration, moles solute/mOle fluid 

Z = column length, cm 

w = cycle frequency, rad/sec 

Subscripts 

C = cold 

'·f = feed 

h = high 

H = hot 

9, = low 

n = zone number 

o = at mean temperature 

t,,) 
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Fig. 1. Single-zone, standing wave operation of cycling zone adsorber. 
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. continuous production. 
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